
EyePod-4 XPod 
All-in-One Data and Tracking 
From NearSpace Launch, Inc.  

 

The EyePod-4 is a small, research/commercial grade unit that gives balloon launches highly reliable, state of 
the art, internet based tracking and real time data capture along with high speed data logging from many 
sensors. 
 

EyePod-4 has exclusive product* use of Globalstar’s low-earth orbit constellation of 30+ satellites to track 
balloons at any altitude, capture data instantaneously, and store the data on the internet for immediate 
retrieval. (Data from the EyePod-4 is received by the satellites and goes directly to the internet.) 

XPod 
The XPod is an additional balloon pod that hangs below the EyePod-4. It is able to have sensors, modems, 
and instrumentation mounted to it, and transmit that data wirelessly to the EyePod-4 unit via the 900 MHz 
band. Whether there is not enough space in the EyePod-4 unit, instruments which require isolation and 
spacing, or different groups in charge of their own pod, the XPod is simple, cost effective way to increase the 
scope of your mission.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seamless Integration 
The XPod integrates seamlessly with the EyePod-4 unit, allowing individuals with less experience to take 
charge of their own pod, or to provide modular interfacing. The pods communicate via the 900 MHz ISM band. 
Because of this, the EyePod-4 Mini unit is required, or a 900 MHz modem needs to be custom added to the 
EyePod-4. 

Easy Customization 
As with the EyePod-4 unit, the XPod can be customized with many of the same additional options. These 
range from GPS, to SD Card, to our broad array of sensors. Any of these can be added or removed to give you 
the best product possible, customized specifically for your needs. 

More Space for Experiments 
With its larger size (4”Øx6” Structure) and less required electronics, the XPod boasts plenty of extra space to fit 
multiple experiments and sensors. With little need to worry about antenna or processor interference, almost 
anything can be mounted both inside and outside your pod. Whether it is mounting booms to the bottom, 
strapping cameras on, or testing something completely new, the only limit is your imagination! 

 
 

XPod with strings to upper pods. 4”Øx6” Structure 
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Balloon with EyePod-4 and 3 attached 
XPods, chained together 

Connect multiple XPods 
One of the many advantages of using 
the XPod for your mission is the 
integrated ability to chain multiple 
XPods together. This series 
connection gives the added benefit of 
providing even more instrumentation 
space, which can add mass for 
stabilization. As many pods as are 
desired can be chained together. 
Each pod is outfitted with the 900 
MHz transmitter and so can 
communicate independently with the 
EyePod-4 Mini unit. 

Optional Data Logger 
Optionally, this unit can be made into 
a stand-alone data logger. Using the 
available customization options, the 
900 MHz modem can be removed and 
an accurate GPS and SD Card added 
for a simple data logging unit. This 
unit would provide no live data, but 
would record the data on the 2 GB SD 
card to be collected upon recovery. 

Ideal for tether use 
Whether you want to transmit live data 
to ground, or use the Data Logger and 
collect your data post-flight, the XPod 
is ideal to use with a stationary tether. 

Specifications (Data Papers Available) 
Battery: Nickle-Metal-Hydride 800 mA-hr Frequency: 902-928 MHz 

Pressure: 2 to 1070 hPa Temperature: -60 to 50oC 

Pricing and features 

Product Price Features Included 

XPod $489.00 Large “hockey puck” structure gives space for payload 

10 analog inputs for instrumentation 

Able to stack serially with other pods 

900 MHz transmitter to communicate with EyePod-4 

2 GB SD card to log data physically 

Also ideal for stationary tether use 

+ Data Logger $429.00 Data logger with GPS and SD Card added. 900 MHz removed. 

Also ideal for stationary tether use 

Contact for orders and information 
Matt Orvis, Project Engineer 
(808) 990-4488

NSL@nearspacelaunch.com 
http://www.nearspacelaunch.com/ 

Jeff Dailey, Chief Engineer 
(260) 241-0409

Hank Voss, President 
(765) 618-3813

July 28, 2016 

*NSL Inc. is a certified Value Added Reseller (VAR) of Globalstar Satellite radios with its approved FCC, EMI, &

Globalstar EyeStar products (http://www.globalstar.com/en/index.php?cid=2560).
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